


UFO Unidentified flying objects, 
find their own identity through 

merging into luminous 
sculptural objects.
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OLYMPIA 
design  Doriana e Massimiliano Fuksas



A suspended experimental 
form of geometry, 

where a self-contained  
tri-dimensional line creates a new

type of mathematical harmony. 

KEPLER 
design  Arihiro Miyake
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One of many gems that the Charlotte Perriand 
archives have been preserving. Designed for her 

flat in Rio de Janeiro in 1963, this project represents 
the synthesis of her love for Japan and Brazil, two 

cultures that made a lasting impression on her, 
two opposite worlds that she knew how to mix 

harmoniusly and which she was in resonnance with 
but never influenced by. Rio was sketched on a paper 

tablecloth in a Bistrot in Bahia.
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RIO 
design  Charlotte Perriand 1963



contemporary



32 alya white and details

aLya
Gabriele Rosa

Indirect lighting LED suspension lamp. Arms in extruded aluminium, central
body in die-casted aluminium. Diffuser in opaline methacrylate.  

Available in white or matt black. Dali on request.

LED 35W - 5000lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable 

  

alya black
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in the wind floor white

In the WInd
Arihiro Miyake

Floor and pendant lamp for a diffused and warm LED emission. Body manufactured
through a technology of torsion and misalignment of the aluminum extruded bar (patent 
pending). Heads in die-casted aluminium. Diffusers in opal metacrylate. Available in matt 

white or black. Switch and dimmer on the cable for the floor version.

LED 3x20W - 5700lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable

  

in the wind pendant vertical black 54



7in the wind pendant horizontal white6



Floor, pendant and wall lamp realized with an extruded and tubular aluminium  
structure, connected with cables-less moulded ABS joints.  

LED source rotates by 360° for direct or indirect lighting.  
Opaline diffuser in polycarbonate.

floor 2xLED 20W - 1920lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - mono switch/dimmable 

floor 3xLED 60W - 5760lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - mono switch/dimmable

  

spiGolo floor 3Xled black

spIgoLo
Studiocharlie

spiGolo floor 2Xled black 98
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pendant vertical LED 50W - 4800lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - mono switch/dimmable 1-10V 

pendant horizontal LED 50W - 4800lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - mono switch/dimmable 1-10V

wall LED 20W - 2000lm - 3000°K - 110/230V

  

spiGolo pendant horizontal black / spiGolo wall  whitespiGolo pendant vertical black and white10
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trU
Rober to Paoli

Floor lamp, body in extruded aluminium, heads and base in die-casted aluminium,
diffusers in opal metacrylate. Powder coated matt white or black.

Uplight LED for a warm and diffused emission, while side LED for indirect, solid  
diffused light emission. Double switching on the cable.

tru white/black

LED 41+16W - 4080+2460lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable 
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LIeVe
Gianluca Ferullo

Wall lamp, in die-casted aluminum, for 
indirect lighting. Structure in white powder 
coated painting. Polycarbonate diffuser.

LED 20W - 2000lm - 2700°K - 230V

 

lieve white

gIò
Angelet ti Ruzza Design

Pendant and floor LED lamp, in aluminium white or gunmetal, powder coated  
painting. with opal polycarbonate diffuser for a widespread diffusion.  

Transparent cable. DALI on request.

LED 30W - 2500lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable 

  

Giò pendant white / floor white 15



panama
Euga Design

Table lamp with LED sources for a diffused soft widespread lighting. Aluminium  
structure, polycarbonate diffuser, anti-glare treatment. Available in two versions:  

Panama, white or black and Panama Mini, white, black or red.

Panama LED 25W - 2300lm - 3000°K - 230V

  

Panama Mini LED 9W - 1225lm - 3000°K - 110/230V 

   

panama white

fLaca
Rober to Paoli

Double emission wall lamp in die-casted aluminium, with sandblasted  
Pyrex diffuser or opal metacrylate for the LED version.  

Painted in powder coated matt white, moka, champagne or anthracite. 
Dimmable LED version upon request. 

LED 30W - 2000+1000lm - 2700°K - 230V

HALO R7s max 200W - 230V - dimmable

   

flaca  anthracite 1716



CROWN PLANA 
LINEA

CROWN PLANA 

CROWN PLANA 
MEGA

CROWN PLANA 
MAJOR

CROWN PLANA 
MINOR

crown plana family

CROWN 
MINOR

CROWN 
SUMMA

CROWN 
MULTI

CROWN 
MAJOR

croWn
Jehs+Laub

crown family 1918



Major HALO/LED G9 max 30x25W - 110/230V - switch: double, dimmable

Minor HALO/LED G9 max 12x25W - 110/230V - dimmable

Multi HALO/LED G9 max 15x25W - 110/230V - dimmable

Summa HALO/LED G9 max 48x25W - 110/230V - dimmable 

      

crown summa polished

croWn
Jehs+Laub

Pendant chandelier, with structure in die-casted aluminium and sandblasted
glass diffusers. Structure in aluminium hand polished, gold plated or matt white, 

matt black or gold powder coated. Transparent cable. 
Red cable on request. LED NEMO G9 bulbs available.

crown major polished / multi white / minor Gold plated
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crown plana polished

Plana Linea HALO/LED G9 max 10x25W - 110/230V - dimmable

Plana Mega HALO/LED G9 max 12x25W - 110/230V - dimmable

Plana HALO/LED G9 max 10x25W - 110/230V - dimmable

Plana Minor HALO/LED G9 max 12x25W - 110/230V - dimmable 

Plana Major HALO/LED G9 max 12x25W - 110/230V - dimmable 

      

crown plana minor polished 2322



2524

CROWN WALL 5CROWN WALL 4CROWN WALL 2 CROWN WALL 8

crown wall 8 white / wall 5 Gold plated

croWn WaLL
Jehs+Laub

Wall 2 HALO/LED G9 max 2x60W - 110/230V - dimmable

Wall 4 HALO/LED G9 max 4x60W - 110/230V - dimmable

Wall 5 HALO/LED G9 max 5x60W - 110/230V - dimmable 

Wall 8 HALO/LED G9 max 8x60W - 110/230V - dimmable 

      

crown wall 2 Gold, black / wall 4 polished

Euroluce 
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ara fLoor
I laria Marelli

Family of floor lamps in extruded and die-casted aluminium, with LED,  
fluorescent and halogen sources. Body available in white, anthracite, champagne  

and moka, while the diffuser element can be brushed or painted  
white or anthracite. Double switch dimmer on the cable. Dali on request.

LED MK3 23+40W - 2850+5200lm - 2700/3000°K - 230V - switch: double, dimmable (dali on request) 

HALO/FLUO MK3 R7s max 300W + G5 80W - 230V - switch: double, dimmable 

HALO/FLUO R7s max 300W + G5 80W - 230V - switch: double 

               

MOKA BLACK TOTAL BLACKTOTAL WHITE WHITE CHAMPAGNE

ara finishes / ara total white26



2928

29cm / LED 10+10W - 1000+1000lm - 3000°K - 110/230V 

69cm LED 16+16W - 2100+2100lm - 3000°K - 230V - dimmable, dali, push

         

29cm HALO R7s max 200W - 230V - dimmable 

      

ara 29 wall total white / ara 69 wall white

Wall lamp in die-casted and extruded aluminium. Body available in 
white, champagne or anthracite. Diffuser elements brushed or painted 

in white. adjustable (2x15°) for diffused direct and indirect light.  
Acid-etched Pyrex diffuser or opal metacrylate for the LED version.  

Dali on request on the 69 cm. version.

ara WaLL
I laria Marelli

ara 29 wall anthracite / ara 69 wall anthracite



3130

dUna
Mario Barbaglia

Adjustable uplight floor lamp. Steel structure and base.  
Head, stems and base chromed, matt black or white.  

Telescopic stem. Dimmer on the cable.

duna chrome

LED 16W - 2900lm - 2700°K - 230V - dimmable

HALO R7s max 300W - 230V - dimmable 

   

Euroluce 
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nUVoLa
Mario Bellini 1974

Pendant and wall/ceiling lamp in natural opal polyethylene, in rotational printing. 
Full lighting for a widespread and comfortable output.  

Dimmable. DALI driver on request.

Pendant FLUO G5 3x54W - 230V - dimmable, Dali on request

Wall/Ceiling LED G5 80W - 7900lm -110/240V - dimmable, 1-10V, push

  

nuvola pendant / nuvola wall
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norma
Mario Barbaglia, Steve Blackman

Led, fluorescent and halogen wall lamps with diffused and warm light. 
Tube diffuser in sandblasted Pyrex or in opal metacrylate for the fluo/LED versions, 

mounted on a glossy polished aluminium structure.  
IP40.

25cm LED 20W - 2000lm - 3000°K - 110/230V

65/95/128cm LED 16/24/32W - 2200/3300/4400lm - 3000°K - 220/240V - dimmable, dali, push 

25/65cm HALO R7s max 250/3x60W - 230V - dimmable

65/95cm FLUO G5 24/39W - 230V

   

norma wall 65 cm

ILIUm
Foster+Par tners

Floor, table and pendant lamps, for diffused and warm lighting. LED, fluorescent and 
halogen sources. Inner diffuser in opal polymeric and outer diffuser in  

transparent barrel glass. Base of floor and table versions in polished steel.

LED 8W - 900lm - 3000°K - 230V

FLUO/LED/HALO E27 max 50W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb

  

ilium 3332



macondo
Gregorio Spini

Family of pendant lamps in three different sizes, including wall and ceiling 
for small version, realized in glossy opal mouth blown triplex  

glass diffuser.

Pendant L/M/S FLUO/HALO E27 max 200/100/40W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb

Wall/Ceiling S FLUO/HALO E27 max 40W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb

 

macondo pendant / wall - ceilinG
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Logo
Mario Barbaglia, Marco Colombo 1991

Floor, wall and ceiling LED and halogen lamps with adjustable head, in aluminium 
and printed ABS. Available in black, silver grey and white. 

Diffused adjustable light, dimmable.

Floor/Wall/Ceiling LED 17W - 1900lm - 2700°K - 230V - dimmable (floor)

Floor/Wall/Ceiling HALO R7s max 250W - 230V - dimmable 

  

loGo wall / ceilinG 3534



nemo arK



wall shadows petit / lonG

WaLL shadoWs
Charles Kalpakian

Family of LED wall lamps. Diffused lighting.
Matt white powder coated aluminium.

Grand LED 55W - 5300lm - 3000°K - 240V - dimmable 1-10, push 

Long LED 21W - 1950lm - 3000°K - 240V  

Moyen LED 10,5W - 1000lm - 3000°K - 240V 

Petit LED 7W - 5300lm - 3000°K - 240V

  

wall shadows Grand
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LInescapes
Nemo Studio

Family of floor, ceiling and wall elements. Highly efficient linear luminous output.  
Body in aluminium extruded and opal white polycarbonate diffuser.  

White finishing with painted grey or light gold elements.

Floor LED 46W - 4560lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, push 

Ceiling LED 24W - 2250lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, resistance, PWM

Pendant vertical LED 24W - 2250lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, resistance, PWM

Pendant horizontal LED 42W - 3825lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, resistance, PWM

 

linescapes pendant horizonthal / floor / ceilinG / pendant vertical

Euroluce 
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Wall 102 cm LED 24W - 2250lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, push, resistance, PWM 

Wall 182 cm LED 42W - 3940lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, push, resistance, PWM 

Wall 222 cm LED 53W - 4950lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, push, resistance, PWM 

Wall cantilever 105cm LED 24W - 2250lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V, push, resistance, PWM 

 

linescapes wall / cantileveredlinescapes wall cantilevered 4342
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2tUbes
Charles Kalpakian

Ceiling and wall luminaries composed of two cylindrical elements in extruded 
aluminum, equipped with an opal polycarbonate lens for a diffused uniform light.

Ceiling version with a 340° rotation for the ceiling fixed element while other element 
adjustable by 90°. Wall version with a wall fixed element and other adjustable by 60°.

Available in white and grey and white and light gold powder coated finishing.
IP 54.

LED 2x16W - 2x2250lm - 2700°K - 110/230V - dimmable on request

       

2tubes wall / ceilinG liGht Gold and sand Grey
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G53 hALo

G53 LED

LED

G9 LED/hALo

cubo wall

cUbo
Marco Pollice

Ceiling and wall family in aluminium, matt white, black, moka, grey,  
light gold and chromed. Orientable QR111 or with a LED board and metacrylate 
opal screen for a diffused light. Double emission G9 available for wall version. 

Drivers and trafos integrated in the lamp body.

LED 16W - 2460lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable push 1-10V

LED/HALO G53 max 30/60W - 230/12V  

LED/HALO G9 max 75W - 230V - dimmable 

      

MoK A BLACKwhItE

cubo ceilinG

LIGht GoLD GREyChRoME

4746



duo pendant white

dUo
Nemo Studio

Ceiling, wall and suspension lamp. Realized in extruded aluminium, matt white, black,  
moka, grey, light gold and chromed. Orientable QR111 or, for a diffused light, a  

LED board and metacrylate opal screen. Double emission on the pendant version.  
Power transformer and drivers integrated in the lamp body. 

LED 45W - 5700lm - 2700°K - 230V input V- dimmable, 0-10V 

LED/HALO G53 max 2x30/2x60W - 230/12V - dimmable, trailing edge  

      

duo wall black / ceilinG chrome 4948



viiva 30 / 60 / 100 cm white

VIIVa
Angelet ti Ruzza Design

Family of wall lamps, for a double emission diffused lighting. Matt white  
powder-coated aluminium, with opal polycarbonate diffusers.  

They may also be utilized as a shelf for small objects.

30cm LED 10+10W - 1000+1000lm - 3000°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V 

60cm LED 12+12W - 1200+1200lm - 3000°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V 

100cm LED 24+24W - 2400+2400lm - 3000°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V 

 

viiva 100 cm white 5150



angoLo
Gabi Peret to

Wall lighting fixture for corners installations. Wall kit available for wall mounting.  
Body lamp in extruded aluminium, matt white liquid painted.

Angolo LED 58W - 4560 lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable 1-10V

Angolo FLUO G5 2x80W - 230V - dimmable

Mezzo Angolo LED 38W - 3800 lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable 1-10V

 

anGolo52



Canna Nuda LED/HALO G9 max 75W - 110/230V - dimmable 

 

Canna Nuda Metal LED 8W - 800lm - 2700°K - 230V

   

canna nuda metal pendant / ceilinG

canna nUda
Piero Castiglioni Rober to Menghi

Ceiling or wall lighting fixture, realized with a satin nickel iron structure and a  
sanded glass diffuser or chromed structure.  

Available in different lengths. 

canna nuda pendant 5554



ellisse double

eLLIsse
Federico Palazzari

LED pendant lamp in two sizes, for diffused, indirect lighting. Extruded
aluminium, matt white liquid painted, with silicon opal diffuser. 

Large LED 40W - 3500lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V

Small LED 28W - 2400lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V

Double LED 40+28W - 2400+3500lm - 2700°K - 110/240V - dimmable 1-10V

  

ellisse larGe 5756



59vessel

VesseL
Jonathan Maltz

Vessel is a diffused double emission, LED and fluo, suspension lamp.
Aluminium matt white liquid painted and polycarbonate diffusers. Double 

switching on the fluorescent version.

LED 58W - 5760lm - 3000°K - 110/230V - dimmable 

FLUO G5 2x54W - 230V 

  

vessel 5958



cencinquanta floor

cencInQUanta
Marco Antonicelli

Floor lamp, with three orientable QR111 on a chromed brass stem. 
Cubic steel base, in matt white finished, liquid painted.

LED/HALO G53 max 3x30W/3x60W - 230V/12V - dimmable trailing edge

  

cencinquanta floor 6160



onan tree

onan
Gabi Peret to

Ceiling fixture, for direct punctual and indirect diffused lighting. 
Available with adjustable QR111 bulbs and LED or fluorescent  

for indirect lighting. Double switching. 
Black and white textured powder coated aluminium structure.

One LED LED+G53 29W+30W - 2880lm - 3000°K - 110/230V-230/12V - switch: double 1-10 

FLUO/HALO G5+G53 max 2x39W+3x60W - 230V-230/12V - switch: double

LED LED+G53 2x24W+3x30W - 2x2400lm - 3000°K - 110/230V-230/12V - switch: double 1-10 

  

onan one 6362



sQUare
Nemo Studio

Ceiling, wall, semi-recessed and on a tri-
phase track for orientable QR111 bulbs.  
Matt white or black powder-coated finishing.
Electronic transformer integrated in ceiling, 
wall and track version.

ceiling/wall LED/HALO G53 max 30W/60W - 230/12V - dimmable

track LED/HALO G53 max 30W/60W - 230/12V - dimmable

recessed LED/HALO G53 max30W/60W - 230/12V - dimmable 

  

square track white / ceilinG black

K-hoLe
Gabi Peret to

Family of semi-recessed and ceiling/wall lamps with QR111 sources. 
Power supply integrated in the wall/ceiling.  

Products realized in matt white powder coated aluminium,  
with chrome supporting elements.

1 LED/HALO G53 max 1x30W/1x60W - 230/12V - dimmable

2 LED/HALO G53 max 2x30W/2x60W - 230/12V - dimmable

3 LED/HALO G53 max 3x30W/3x60W - 230/12V - dimmable 

5 LED/HALO G53 max 5x30W/5x60W - 230/12V - dimmable 

  

k-hole one / k-hole 3 6564
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masters



FLUO/LED/HALO  E27 max 150W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb (pendant/wall) 

   

projecteur 365 pendant / wall niGht blue and white sand

projecteUr 365
Le Corbusier 1954

The Projecteur of Le Corbusier was designed for the Chandigarh High Court,  
India, in 1954. Aluminium body painted in night blue, white sand or moka.  

Diffuser glass curved and sandblasted in the inner part. 
Painted body, base and canopies. Screws and small metal parts anodized in black.  

Available in floor, wall and pendant versions. IP54 version available.

projecteur 365 floor niGht blue 6968



FLUO/LED  E27 23W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb (pendant/wall)  

   

projecteur 165 clip white sand/wall niGht blue

projecteUr 165
Le Corbusier

Available in clamp, wall and pendant versions. 
Aluminium body painted in night blue, white sand or moka. 

Glass curved diffuser and sandblasted in the inner part. 
Clamp and canopies painted in matt black,  

screws and small metal parts black anodized. 

projecteur 165 pendant moka / niGht blue

Euroluce 
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Lampe de marseILLe mInI
Le Corbusier

Mini version of the Lampe de Marseille. Spun aluminium diffusers. 
Available with matt grey or whitewash body, with white internal diffusers. 

Direct and indirect lighting output.  
Switch on the cable. Wall installation also without plug.

FLUO/LED/HALO  E14 max 46+46W - 230V - switch: on cable

  

lampe de marseille mini matt Grey / whitewash

 

Lampe de marseILLe
Le Corbusier 1949/52

Designed by Le Corbusier for the Unité d’Habitation of Marseille in 1949/1952.  
Adjustable wall lamp. Spun aluminium diffusers.  

Available with matt grey or whitewash body, with white internal diffusers.  
Direct and indirect lighting output. Double switch on the cable.

FLUO/LED/HALO  E27 max 70+52W - 230V - switch: double, on cable

  

lampe de marseille matt Grey 7372



escargot
Le Corbusier 1951/52

Sculptural floor lamp, limited edition. Body in aged cast brass. Inner reflector is a curved 
surface in anodized aluminium, reflecting the light hidden in the body, for a widespread 

indirect output. Dimmable.

INC E40 300W - 230V - dimmable 

escarGot

appLIQUe de marseILLe
Le Corbusier 1938/39

Le Corbusier designed the Applique de Marseille for his Paris apartment at Rue Nungesser 
et Coli. Wall lamp, double emission, in aluminium painted in matt grey or painted matt white, 

with white internal diffusers.

FLUO/LED/HALO  E27 max 2x52W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb

  

applique de marseille matt Grey 7574



potence pIVotante
Charlot te Perriand 1938

Wall lamp. Rotating on the horizontal axis by 180°.  
Body in aluminium and metal, painted matt black. 
Diffuser is a opal glass. Power cable with plug and

dimmer.

HALO E27 max 150W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb  

la maison au bord de l’eau - louis vuitton - archives charlotte perriand

pIVotante à poser
Charlot te Perriand 1950

Table lamp with a cylindrical body, open on two sides, on which two diffusers  
rotate and allow the opening and closure of the lighting beam.  

Base in steel painted in matt grey, body in rolled metal sheet painted in white,
yellow or blue. Switch on cable.

FLUO/HALO E27 max 60W - 230V - switch: on cable 

   

pivotante À poser white / yellow 7776



Pivotant Double/Plié LED 20W - 2000lm -3000°K - 110/230V

Pivotant Double/Plié HALO E14 max 2x40W - 230V

Pivotant Double/Plié HALO R7s max 2x80W - 230V 

   

appLIQUe à VoLet pIVotant
Charlot te Perriand 1960/77

Wall lamps with aluminium adjustable volet and metal body.  
Body painted in white, volet natural anodized, black anodized or mirror polished 

stainless steel. For the E14 version, body is painted in red, yellow or blue with 
integrated switch, cable and plug for a simple and free installation. 

Pivotant LED 10W - 1000lm -3000°K - 110/230V

Pivotant HALO E14 max 40W - 230V - switch: on board

         
Pivotant HALO R7s max 80W - 230V 

   

applique À volet pivotant and pivotant double  mirror
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as1c / am1n
F.Albini, F.helg, A.Piva, M.Albini 1969

Table lamps with chromed metal structure. Opal white glass diffuser.  
Dimmer on the cable.

FLUO/LED/HALO E27 max 150W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb 

     

as1c / am1n

coUpoLe
Franco Albini

Pendant lamp in spun aluminium, available in white or matt black, or 
bright anodized gold, gunmetal, natural aluminium.

FLUO/LED/HALO E27 max 250W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb 

     

81



am4c/as41c am4z/as41z
F.Albini, F.helg, A.Piva, M.Albini 1969

Pendant lamps with cup-shaped diffuser, in opal white glass or in metal  
(chromed, black chromed or white). 

Dimmable. Available with chromed revolving and jointed arm.

FLUO/LED/HALO E27 max 250W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb 

          

as41c / am4z

am2c/am2z
F.Albini, F.helg, A.Piva, M.Albini 1969

Floor lamps with chromed structure.  
Cup-shaped diffuser in opal white glass or in metal (black chrome, chrome or white).  

Dimmer on the cable.

FLUO/LED/HALO E27 max 250W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb 

          

am2c / am2z 8382



cLarItas
Vico Magistret ti, Mario tedeschi 1946

Claritas is the first lamp designed by Vico Magistretti, realized with Mario Tedeschi in 1946.
Black painted structure. Diffuser in black and white painted aluminium.

HALO/FLUO/LED E27 max150W - 230V - dimmable according to the bulb 

claritas

sIrIo
Kazuhide takahama 1977

Floor and wall lamp with structure and adjustable diffuser in metal painted in black or white. 
Dimmable with a red integrated switch. Adjustable flood uplight.

HALO R7s max 300W - 230V - dimmer on board 

  

sirio floor white / floor and wall black 8584




